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1 Letter from the Directors

1.1 Introduction

It is highly recommended that debaters begin by reading the Main Research Packet

on the NHSDLC website here. Once debaters are more familiar with the general

idea of the topic, then they can proceed with reading the Supplemental Research

Packet.

This Supplemental Research Packet is a tool for preparing students to debate the

topic, Resolved: Public colleges and universities in developed nations

should be tuition free. This will be the topic for the NHSDLC Spring 2020

season. The packet is divided into three sections. The first section is this Letter

from the Directors which will contain topic thoughts from the directors based on de-

velopments at NHSDLC Winter Camps. The second and third sections will contain

additional Pro and Con articles about the topic.

Each article is introduced with a note from the NHSDLC which provides a brief

summary of the article and some context of the article (e.g. the value of the article,

ways debaters might use this article, etc.). New this season, the introduction of

each article will also contain questions about the article that debaters can use to

check their comprehension of the article. We recommend that debaters read these

questions before reading the article and then try to answer the questions after they’ve

finished reading the article. For convenience, we’ve also included all the questions

for each article at the end of this research packet.

Please see the Main Research Packet for advice on Making the Most of the Research

Packet. The advice there is based on years of studies about how to effective read

and comprehend articles.

1.2 Topic Thoughts

We have several thoughts on this topic based on how debates and arguments devel-

oped over the course of the NHSDLC Winter Camps. Here are three of our thoughts

that we thought were the most important.

First, this topic is not specifically about the United States; however, the majority

of the evidence on this topic is about the United States. That is partially because

two of the directors (Nick and Lawrence) are from the United States so we gravitate

towards evidence specific to the United States. But it is also the case because the

free college debate is the most salient in the United States. Many other countries

around the world already have some form of free college so they are not as rigorously

debating the merits of free college in their academic communities. On the other

hand, the United States is currently in the middle of a presidential election and

one of the defining issues of several of the former Democratic candidates was about
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making public college tuition free. As a result, many articles from journalists and

think tanks exploded into the public view.

This has a few implications for debate. Most notably, it’s not clear that demonstrat-

ing what the United States ought to do has much, if any, real bearing on whether

or not public colleges in developed countries ought to be tuition free. Or, in other

words, demonstrating that the United States should or should not have free public

college doesn’t provide sufficient reason to vote for either side. The United States is

very much unlike many other developed countries. It lacks much of the public infras-

tructure that characterizes many other developed countries, it’s level of inequality is

nearly unparalleled, and it has a noticeably larger population than many European

countries. In some sense, it almost makes sense to view the United States as unlike

most other developed countries.

However, since all of the evidence is in the context of the United States, teams will

likely be forced to compromise and use evidence in the context of the United States.

Our advice is to use the logic and examples provided in the evidence to generalize

it to other developed countries. Using examples based in the idiosyncrasies of the

United States as a reason for why developed countries, in general, should or should

not have tuition-free college does not make for good debate. Stick to using simple

logic or generally applicable evidence to make your arguments.

Second, this topic does encourage the use of frameworks more than previous topics.

The Universal Basic Income topic used by the Abroad Program was basically an

economics topic so both sides agreed on the framework. The Nuclear Arsenals

topic from the Fall 2019 season was basically a question about which side prevented

conflict so both sides agreed on the framework. However, this topic almost seems

like two ships passing in the night: both sides seem to be discussing totally different

questions. The Pro (team defending that public colleges and universities should

be tuition-free) will likely make arguments for why public college should be viewed

as a public good, analogous to how we view police protection, K-12 education,

or (in most countries) healthcare. The Con (team defending that public colleges

and universities should not be tuition-free) will likely make arguments about the

economics of free college, citing its cost and adverse effects on education quality.

These are two competing views about college and its value.

While one of the directors (Lawrence) still feels strongly that frameworks in Public

Forum debate don’t make all too much logical sense, this is one topic where advanced

teams may consider actually developing a rigorous and exhaustive framework. Pro

teams will likely want to develop a framework that emphasizes the importance of

public goods and the role that public goods play in developing and supporting a

healthy society. Con teams will likely want to develop a framework that emphasizes

the importance of pragmatic and practical concerns including a sensitivity to cost

and education quality.
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Recall that the purpose of a framework in Public Forum debate is to develop a

weighing mechanism or way for the judge to frame the round. The framework should

answer the question of what the most important impact in the round is. If the Pro

develops a framework that focuses primarily on the value of public goods, then what

the Pro is, in essence, saying is that the judge should vote Pro if they believe that

tuition-free college is a public good and should vote Con if they don’t. Likewise, if

the Con develops a framework that focuses primarily on pragmatic concerns, then

they are saying that the judge should vote Con if tuition-free college is too expensive

or otherwise detrimental to society and should vote Pro if they believe it is overall

beneficial to society. Good frameworks attempt to answer the question of what

impact matters the most and provides a way for the judge to understand what is

important in the round and what isn’t.

It is not required that teams develop a framework (and, according to Lawrence, it is

better if they don’t), but this is an option that some teams should consider. It also

will require all teams to think about how to properly respond to frameworks. In

order to attack or rebut an opposing framework, teams need to explain why (A) their

framework is a better way for understanding what is important in the round and

(B) their opponent’s framework is a bad way for understanding what is important

in the round.

Third, debaters need to really consider how to weigh competing impacts on this

topic. Apart from the clash between public goods versus economics mentioned

above, there is another clash that goes beyond the standard weighing that most

debaters are used to. On the Nuclear Arsenals topic, the weighing, or argument

comparison, was mostly in the context of the number of lives saved. On the Uni-

versal Basic Income topic, the weighing was mostly in the context of economics,

e.g. number of people left out of poverty and the cost of funding a UBI. For this

topic, the primary arguments used for the Pro and the Con don’t lend themselves

to a weighing metric as neat and simple as the previous ones. One of the main

arguments that the Pro will make is that tuition free college increases access. One

of the main arguments that the Con will make is that tuition free college decreases

educational quality.

How should debaters weigh between these two arguments? Take a world in which

there are a fixed amount of resources of varying quality, e.g. teachers and schools,

and a fixed number of students. How should those resources be allocated? Clearly,

a world in which every good teacher was assigned to just some small number of

students would be a world in which the average quality of instruction would be very

high, but the access rate would be very low, i.e. some students would get really

good instruction but most students wouldn’t have any education. This is not an

ideal world. However, the flipped version of that world seems almost as bad, where

talented or special needs students aren’t given access to the increased resources

that they need in order to thrive. It would be almost as bad if every student were
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treated exactly equally and resources were distributed without paying attention to

the students that would need more resources.

This is the dilemma we face here. Take any given debate round. Suppose at the end

of the debate, the Pro is winning that they would increase access to education for a

sizable portion of low-income students and the Con is winning that it would decrease

the quality of education for everyone, who should win? It’s not immediately obvious

which side is correct. This will require debaters to think through the weighing

arguments they will make at the end of a debate to convince a judge to vote for

them. We recommend that debaters talk over with their partners or friends with

strategies for comparing these types of arguments.
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2 Pro Evidence

2.1 Why Public College Should Be Free

Bryce Covert (a contributor at The Nation and a contributing op-ed writer at The

New York Times. Her writing has also appeared in The Washington Post, the New

Republic, New York magazine, Slate, and others, and she won a 2016 Exceptional

Merit in Media Award from the National Women’s Political Caucus. She has ap-

peared on ABC, CBS, MSNBC, NPR, and other outlets). ”Why Public College

Should Be Free”. 19 December 2019. The Nation.

https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/public-college-buttigieg-tuition/.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article cites Mike Konczal’s research and rebuts

the argument that free college would be regressive. It utilizes data from 2017 to

provide a comprehensive picture as to why free college would benefit primarily the

disadvantaged.

Questions:

1. How does this article respond to the “regressive” argument made by the Con?

What are some of the numbers or data used to support this?

2. How would free public college function like a public option in health care?

Why is this a good thing?

3. What’s the problem with subsidizing student loans and grants?

Nearly all of the Democratic presidential candidates have plans to reduce the ex-

orbitant cost of college. But there’s an emerging rift: On one side, candidates like

Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders have proposed making public college free for

all; on the other, candidates like Pete Buttigieg and Amy Klobuchar want to make

it free for only a slice of the population.

The latter worry that by providing free college to everyone who wants it—including,

in Buttigieg’s words, “the children of millionaires and billionaires”—too many re-

sources will be squandered on the rich.

In reality, we already subsidize college for kids from wealthy families, and those

further down the income scale would benefit the most if public institutions were

free.

In 2017, the most recent year for which we have data, all of the tuition and fees

charged by public colleges came to $75.8 billion. That’s less than what the federal

government spends to subsidize the cost of college. In the same year, the government

disbursed about $160 billion in the form of student loans, grants, and tax breaks to

help make higher education less of a burden on American families.
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Certainly the students who take advantage of those federal funds use them to go

to a variety of higher education institutions, not just public colleges. But it would

be more efficient to simply eliminate public college tuition than to spend all that

money propping up institutions through a maze of grants and tax breaks.

Right now, the government’s money flows largely to well-off students. After student

loans, the biggest chunk of student aid is delivered through the tax code; excluding

loans, it makes up more than half of all aid. In 2012 the federal government gave

$34 billion in tax breaks, a billion more than it spent on Pell Grants for those in

financial need. And most of that money is going to the wealthiest families. In 2013,

for example, families that made $100,000 or more a year captured more than half of

the tuition and fees deduction as well as the exemption for dependent students.

Instead of pouring money into higher education through the tax code, where the

rich soak it up, or subsidizing school through loans and grants, the government

could make public college free. As Mike Konczal, my colleague here at “The Score,”

argued in June 2016 in the journal Democracy, it would act much like a public

option in health care: Private institutions would be forced to compete with free,

high-quality public ones and as a result would be incentivized to lower their costs

in order to keep attracting students. Predatory for-profit schools would also face

stiffer competition to offer an actual education. “A free, but excellent, option would

force private colleges to look harder at what they offer and how much they charge

for it,” Konczal wrote. Subsidizing student loans and grants, on the other hand,

doesn’t give schools an incentive to cut costs. In fact, by covering increases in tuition

and fees, it may do the opposite, encouraging colleges and universities to raise their

prices.

So what, then, of the charge that creating a free public option would funnel resources

to the children of the richest Americans? This argument doesn’t hold up under

scrutiny. Konczal recently crunched the numbers and found that just 1 percent of

students at public institutions hail from the wealthiest 1 percent. This means just

1.4 percent of the total spending it would take to make public college free would

benefit these students, leaving the vast majority for the rest of us.

Even if this small group of rich families would benefit from sending their children to

a free school—and even if more wealthy families would join them when there is an

option without tuition—that doesn’t mean they would come out on top financially.

Warren and Sanders propose paying for their plans by increasing taxes on the well-

off. Rich families would end up paying more than they would get in return, just as

a progressive system is supposed to operate.

We already offer free education to the children of the rich from kindergarten through

12th grade. A college education should similarly be available to all. Not everyone

goes to college or necessarily needs to, as Buttigieg has been pointing out, but that’s

the point of having a public option. It would offer a choice: Enter the workforce or
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get a high-quality education, regardless of financial resources.
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2.2 Could College Be Free

Cherone Duggan (Harvard Magazine contributor). ”Could College Be Free?”. Jan-

uary/February 2020. Harvard Magazine. https://harvardmagazine.com/2020/01/free-

college-deming.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article is a summation of some of the work done

by David Deming (the original article can be found in the Main Research Packet).

This neatly sums up the main arguments that Deming presents, namely that making

college free would be an investment that pays for itself, that current schemes to make

college affordable are inefficient, and that the higher education market’s unique

position requires other proposals to address some of the problems plaguing the

system.

Questions:

1. Why is public spending on higher education unique among social services?

2. Currently, billions of dollars are spent on tax credits and tax benefits. Why is

this an inefficient mechanism to incentivize students to go to college?

3. What does Deming believe has led to the “precipitous rise in college tuition”?

GETTING AHEAD—or getting by—is increasingly difficult in the United States

without a college degree. The demand for college education is at an all-time high,

but so is the price tag. David Deming—professor of public policy at the Kennedy

School and professor of education and economics at the Graduate School of Edu-

cation—wants to ease that tension by reallocating government spending on higher

education to make public colleges tuition-free.

Deming’s argument is elegant. Public spending on higher education is unique among

social services: it is an investment that pays for itself many times over in higher

tax revenue generated by future college graduates, a rare example of an economic

“free lunch.” In 2016 (the most recent year for which data are available), the United

States spent $91 billion subsidizing access to higher education. According to Dem-

ing, that spending isn’t as progressive or effective as it could be. The National

Center for Education Statistics indicates that it would cost roughly $79 billion a

year to make public colleges and universities tuition-free. So, Deming asks, why not

redistribute current funds to make public colleges tuition-free, instead of subsidizing

higher education in other, roundabout ways?

Of the estimated $91 billion the nation spends annually on higher education, $37

billion go to tax credits and tax benefits. These tax programs ease the burden of

paying for both public and private colleges, but disproportionately benefit middle-

class children who are probably going to college anyway. Instead of lowering costs
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for those students, Deming points out, a progressive public-education assistance

program should probably redirect funds to incentivize students to go to college who

wouldn’t otherwise consider it.

Another $13 billion in federal spending subsidize interest payments on student loans

for currently enrolled undergraduates. And the remaining $41 billion go to programs

that benefit low-income students and military veterans, including $28.4 billion for

Pell Grants and similar programs. Pell Grants are demand-side subsidies: they

provide cash directly to those who pay for a service, i.e., students; supply-side

subsidies (see below) channel funds to suppliers, such as colleges. Deming asserts

that Pell Grant money, which travels with students, voucher-style, is increasingly

gobbled up by low-quality, for-profit colleges. These colleges are often better at

marketing their services than at graduating students or improving their graduates’

prospects, despite being highly subsidized by taxpayers. “The rise of for-profit

colleges has, in some ways, been caused by disinvestment in public higher education.

Our public university systems were built for a time when 20 percent of young people

attended college,” says Deming. “Now it’s more like 60 percent, and we haven’t

responded by devoting more resources to ensuring that young people can afford

college and succeed when they get there.” As a result, an expensive, for-profit market

has filled the educational shortage that government divestment has caused.

The vast majority of states have continuously divested in public education in recent

decades, pushing a higher percentage of the cost burden of schools onto students.

Deming believes this state-level divestment is the main reason for the precipitous

rise in college tuition, which has outpaced the rest of the Consumer Price Index

for 30 consecutive years. (Compounding reasons include rising salaries despite a

lack of gains in productivity—a feature of many human-service-focused industries

such as education and healthcare.) Against this backdrop, Deming writes, “at least

some—and perhaps all—of the cost of universal tuition-free public higher education

could be defrayed by redeploying money that the government is already spending.”

(The need for some funding programs would remain, however, given the cost of

room, board, books, and other college supplies.)

Redirecting current funding to provide tuition-free public-school degrees is only one

part of Deming’s proposal. He knows that making public higher education free

could hurt the quality of instruction by inciting a race to the bottom, stretching

teacher-student ratios and pinching other academic resources. He therefore argues

that any tuition-free plan would need to be paired with increased state and federal

investment, and programs focused on getting more students to graduate. Because

rates of degree completion strongly correlate with per-student spending, Deming

proposes introducing a federal matching grant for the first $5,000 of net per-student

spending in states that implement free college. “Luckily,” he says, “spending more

money is a policy lever we know how to pull.”
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Deming argues that shifting public funding to supply-side subsidies, channeled di-

rectly to public institutions, could nudge states to reinvest in public higher edu-

cation. Such reinvestment would dampen the demand for low-quality, for-profit

schools; increase college attendance in low-income communities; and improve the

quality of services that public colleges and universities could offer. Early evidence

of these positive effects has surfaced in some of the areas that are piloting free

college-tuition programs, including the state of Tennessee and the city of Kalama-

zoo, Michigan.

Higher education is an odd market because buyers (students) often don’t have good

information about school quality and it’s a once-in-a-lifetime decision. Creating a

supply-side subsidy system would take some freedom of choice away from prospective

undergraduates who want government funding for private, four-year degrees. But,

for Deming, that’s a trade-off worth making, if the state is better able to measure the

effectiveness of certain colleges and allocate subsidies accordingly. Education is more

than the mere acquisition of facts—which anyone can access freely online—because

minds, like markets, learn best through feedback. Quality feedback is difficult to

scale well without hiring more teachers and ramping up student-support resources.

That’s why Deming thinks it’s high time for the public higher-education market to

get a serious injection of cash.
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2.3 The Case For Free College

Sparky Abraham (contributor at Current Affairs). ”The Case For Free College”. 11

April 2019. Current Affairs. https://www.currentaffairs.org/2019/04/the-case-for-

free-college.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article goes through the personal story of a mi-

nority student applying to college and explains the struggles with the system that

universal free college would help alleviate.

Questions:

1. Why is it tragic that more people don’t go to college?

2. Why does the author think that even if free college is ”regressive-ish”, we

should still have free college?

3. What is the author’s problem with the ”human capital oriented” view of col-

lege? How would free college combat this idea?

I did not do well in high school. By senior year I was not going to class much at all.

I had more or less given up on the thought of college when I found out that it cost

money. I didn’t have any money, my family didn’t have any money, so why bother

with high school? I got a full time job at 16 and limped through to graduation and

that was that.

But, luckily for me, that wasn’t that. Thanks to some very patient and persistent

friends and teachers, I was eventually cajoled into going to community college. I

had to be cajoled into going multiple times, to stand in line for hours each time,

to get forms to fill out, to be told I filled them out incorrectly, etc., etc. I finally

managed to enroll a year-and-a-half after I had graduated high school. And from

then on I went to college for free.

Yes, I got free college. I went to community college on the California Board of

Governors Fee Waiver, which covered my fees and also my books. (I kept working

full time and was living with my grandparents.) Then I transferred to UCLA where,

thanks to a lot of grants and a couple of very generous scholarships, I paid nothing

and took on no debt. It didn’t feel that free, of course, given all the hassle of

making it free. I ended up more or less doing my parents’ taxes for them, and filing

those taxes, so I would have proof of how little money they made. (They made

so little money they weren’t required to file taxes.) For the scholarships I had to

prostrate myself and commodify my entire life up to that point, to twist it into

socially-accepted narratives of very-poor-kid-with-potential, so that I would look

very attractive to rich people who wanted to feel good about themselves. But it was

all actually free.
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And I have to tell you, free college was the best thing that ever happened to me. I

loved college. One semester I had courses in modal logic and Chicano literature and

secret wars all at the same time. It was utopian. I still think back on that time with

extreme warm-and-fuzzies. And I would not have gone in the first place if it hadn’t

been free. (I was financially much smarter at 19 than I was at 23 when I decided to

take on a massive amount of debt to go to law school.) In fact, I had resolved not

to go because it wasn’t free.

I am a fan of free college. I think it is absolutely tragic that so many people don’t

go to college because they can’t afford it. I think it’s equally or more tragic that so

many people take on massive amounts of debt, debt that burdens them for decades

or their whole lives, just to have the experiences and get the advantages that well-off

students can pay for upfront. This is not to say that the higher education system

is not rife with problems—it is undeniably a bastion of iniquity. But, on balance, I

think a lot of people who don’t go to college (like I planned) would have very good

experiences (like I did). I also think that we won’t be able to dismantle the iniquities

of our higher education system without first opening it up to anyone and everyone

on equal terms.

All of this is also why I was surprised to learn recently from people on social media,

and even from Mayor Pete, that making college free would be “regressive,” i.e., that

it would hurt poor students and benefit rich ones. I really wanted to dismiss this

point out of hand, but it’s not that easy. The debate around free college raises

deeper questions about what the purpose of college is, what it should be, and how

we should think about public goods.

What do people mean when they say free college is regressive? They might mean

that it is regressive in a more or less technical sense: that a free college program

will constitute a tax-based transfer of wealth from the poor to the rich. This is

essentially the Mayor Pete point. The idea is that poor people make up most of

the tax base, but rich people make up most of the college students. So if everyone’s

taxes pay for college, a lot of poor people will be paying for a lot of rich people to

go to college.

A regressive free college policy is indeed a bad policy. But there’s no reason to

think every free college plan would be regressive. If a free college plan was paid

for by rich people only, it wouldn’t be regressive. If it benefitted poor people more

than it benefitted rich people, it wouldn’t be regressive. You could easily imagine

a free college plan passed hand in hand with a multi-millionaire tax. That plan

would not be regressive because poor people wouldn’t be paying for rich people’s

college—rich people would be paying for rich people’s college, and for poor people’s

college too.

But it might still be a bad policy. There are government programs that, even if

they’re not technically regressive, might still be what we’ll call “regressive-ish.” Say
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a policy is regressive-ish if it mostly or only benefits rich people. Imagine a multi-

millionaire-funded free yacht maintenance program. The government levies a tax

on the very wealthy to provide free yacht maintenance for all Americans. This is

a “universal” policy, but it’s not very universal. Most people do not own yachts.

It’s not technically regressive, but it’s still a big government outlay of money and

energy that only benefits the wealthy. It’s regressive-ish.

Is free college regressive-ish? It might be. There’s certainly evidence that, right

now, poorer kids are much less likely to go to college than wealthy kids. Should we

be spending time and money and political capital on a program that will dispropor-

tionately benefit the wealthy?

This is the core question. And it rubs up against particular ways we have been

trained to think about higher education. For college in particular, people across the

political spectrum have adopted the “human capital” view. That is, they assume

that the purpose of higher education is to raise people’s earning capacity in the

labor market. College is referred to as an investment. You pay on the front end for

returns over time. And it has historically been true that college graduates earn far

more over time than non-graduates (unless you graduated from a scammy for-profit

college, in which case you probably earn less over time than if you had never gone).

So why should we be making the upfront investment for people who can make it

themselves? Why subsidize the future earnings of the wealthy?

We can see that this intensely human capital oriented view is unique to college when

we look at public high school. You could, of course, make all the same arguments

about public high school. High school graduates earn far more over their lifetimes

than those who don’t graduate. Why, then, are we providing free high school to

affluent children? Why shouldn’t we require them to make their upfront investment,

on which they will get returns, and only subsidize those who can’t afford high school

tuition? (Why stop at education? Maybe we should charge tolls for every road and

give toll-waivers to poorer motorists. Entry fees for every public park with fee

waivers available. Why should we all be subsidizing rich people’s use of libraries?

The reasoning doesn’t neatly stop at the edges of “human capital” investment.)

The reason we don’t think of public high school in these terms is largely thanks to

the high school movement of the early 1900s. The high school movement was a push

by advocates at the local and state level to provide free and open secondary school to

teenagers. As a result, teenager enrollment in high school increased from 14 percent

in 1910 to 31 percent by 1920, and to more than 50 percent by 1940. The high school

movement dragged secondary education out of private and religious schools, often

separated by gender. The result was open and gender-integrated schooling that, at

least according to economists Claudia Goldin and Lawrence Katz, was responsible

for much of the nation’s economic success in the 20th century.

Of course, public high school was not actually free, open, and universal. Black
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students throughout the nation and especially in the south were excluded. And,

as Marshall Steinbaum has explained, the racism motivating school segregation,

combined with resistance to the measures implemented after Brown v. Board of

Education to remedy that segregation, were the main reason college didn’t become

free and open in the 1960s with the Higher Education Act. (You can thank racism

for your student loans.)

But note what happened: In 1910 high school was a privilege afforded to few and

concentrated among the wealthy. But providing a free and open (for white students)

public schooling option massively democratized secondary education. Free high

school might have started out as regressive, or at least regressive-ish, but it made

itself into a widely accepted public good.

Notice how differently we think about high school as a result. High school isn’t an

investment you make to increase your worth in the labor market. It does increase

your worth in the labor market, but it’s more than that. It’s a formative time,

essential to people’s development into functioning adults in society. High school is

a microcosm of, and essential preparation for, our entire civil society. This wasn’t

even close to being the view before the high school movement. But once people were

given the universal ability to go to high school, its value became obvious.

All that may be true, but there still could be reasons not to make college free for

everyone. The alternative proposed by the well-meaning people who see free college

as regressive or regressive-ish tends to be something like “affordable college for all”

or “debt-free college for all.” They favor providing enough grant funding for poorer

students to go to college for free, while still requiring richer students to pay tuition.

(Note that some elite schools already employ this system by charging no tuition to

students with family income below a certain level.) Their idea is to have the system

work for everyone like it worked for me: Prove you can’t afford college and you get

to go for free. If this could achieve the same result in terms of open access regardless

of wealth, then, again, why pay for rich kids?

For one, because we almost certainly won’t get the same results. We already know

that it is very, very difficult to design good means-testing for public benefits pro-

grams. It’s difficult to make sure that everyone who needs help gets it, and that no

one who doesn’t need help doesn’t get it. Uptake for means-tested public benefits is

notoriously low, and this is very understandable to anyone who has ever had to ap-

ply for those benefits. Applications are detailed and burdensome, and we often force

poor people to spend hours waiting in nondescript offices, sometimes over multiple

days, just to get the “benefits” to which they’re entitled.

And for college specifically, we already know that despite federal, state, and college

aid programs meant to help disadvantaged students, Black students, women, and

Black women in particular end up with more student debt than white male students.

Not only that, but college is uniquely hard to means-test for. You can’t treat the
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students as independent because they’re often 18 years old and still dependent on

their parents. Means-testing students on their own would mean nearly universal free

college. But the students are technically adults, and it’s often inaccurate to assume

that their parents will contribute the full amount they are expected to contribute.

Some students are estranged from their parents and get no financial support. How

can means-testing account for this? How can it account for this without giving

parents and students incentives to lie about their relationships? Even the most

delicately calibrated programs will struggle to address these complexities.

My college experience was nearly stymied by means-testing several times over. I

wasn’t sure if there were programs for me, and I didn’t want to spend hours and

days waiting in line to find out. I nearly gave up after the first day. I nearly gave

up when I found out my parents would need to file tax returns. And then I nearly

didn’t qualify for the Board of Governors’ fee waiver. It cut off at 150 percent of the

federal poverty line, which meant I had to make less than about $15,000 per year.

I was working for little more than minimum wage, but working a fair amount of

overtime. If I had made another 50 an hour I would not have gone to college.

On top of all of that, it’s just not very pleasant to get means-tested benefits. It’s a

regular, paperwork-heavy, extremely bureaucratic reminder that you are poor. We

can work to lighten the paperwork and ease the bureaucracy, but so long as we’re

means-testing we will still be making poorer students jump through hoops that other

students can avoid. And some of those students not jumping through hoops will

nonetheless need help, and will end up in debt.

Another trendy option right now put forward as an alternative to free college is

income-sharing. Income-sharing arrangements would involve no one paying for col-

lege upfront, but everyone agreeing to pay a certain percentage of their income after

graduation for a fixed amount of time. In their worse forms, these arrangements

can be predatory and exploitative. But in the abstract they do have some obvious

fairness appeal, in that the amount people pay is proportional to their income, and

income-sharing probably could be better in many ways to the financing system we

use now.

But income-sharing agreements are actually regressive and regressive-ish in impor-

tant respects. First, income-sharing is similar to a flat tax, and flat taxes are

effectively regressive. Everyone pays the same percentage, but 5% of your gross

income means a lot more to you when you make $30,000 per year than it does when

you make $500,000 per year. A flat income-sharing arrangement would be more

regressive than our current progressive income tax system. Second, income-sharing

doesn’t account for wealth. You and I might graduate from the same program and

take jobs making the same amount of money. Our income-sharing payments will be

the same. But I might be living rent-free in one of my (or my parents’) investment

properties, while you are paying 1/3 or more of your income toward rent. Income-
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sharing agreements focus on income and are blind to wealth, but wealth is where

the worst inequality lives.

What we need is a public high school movement for college. We’ve heard for years

about the importance of insuring poorer and first-generation students have equal

access to college. We celebrate first-generation college students. For-profit schools

prey on the fact that even the most disadvantaged students feel an omnipresent

pressure to go to college.

This isn’t just about increased earnings. College is a rite of passage, a unique

experience now so common among adult Americans that a choice not to go to college

is widely seen as unwise on the deepest level. And especially as elementary and high

schools have turned increasingly away from self-directed learning and toward data-

driven common core-type curricula, college is often the first time people get to get

even the smallest taste of educational freedom, the first time they get to see just

how much learning there is to be done. This is a deep value, and should absolutely

be recognized as a public good.

Some dismiss this as a privileged view. It is a privilege to have access to all the

world’s knowledge and the freedom and free time to explore at will. But that’s

a privilege we should provide to everyone if we can. And we can! At age 18 I

would have said it’s an unnecessary luxury and probably a societal waste for most,

including me. I couldn’t have been more wrong.

Free college is the efficient, non-stigmatizing way to open up college access for ev-

eryone without the burdens of means-testing. It doesn’t have to be regressive and,

with any luck, it will follow the path of free high school: In short order it will be

nearly universally accepted as a public good and a huge boon to everyone, especially

those from poorer and working class backgrounds.
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2.4 Why College Should Be Free

J. W. Mason (an assistant professor of economics at John Jay College, City Uni-

versity of New York and a fellow at the Roosevelt Institute. He blogs at The Slack

Wire). ”Why College Should Be Free”. 16 January 2020. Jacobin.

https://www.jacobinmag.com/2020/01/free-universal-college-education-means-testing.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article compares the value of free college to the

value of universal fire protection, drawing analogies between criticisms of the two

proposals and demonstrating why they are equivalent.

Questions:

1. In what ways is free college analogous to free fire protection? Are there any

ways in which it isn’t?

2. How does the author justify the somewhat regressive nature of free college?

3. Why doesn’t the author think that distributional concerns are the real reason

to oppose free college?

In the United States, as in many countries, local governments often provide fire

protection. In general — there are exceptions, but they’re still rare enough to make

news — this is a free service, available to everyone who lives in whatever jurisdiction

provides it. No one has to sign up or pay for coverage. To most people, I suppose,

this is a normal and reasonable thing to do.

One effect of fire protection is to stop peoples’ homes from burning down. As it

happens, rich people are more likely to own homes than poor people. And when

people with lower incomes do own houses, they are generally less expensive. So, the

distributional effect of preventing houses from burning is clearly regressive.

Why should everyone have to pay to keep millionaires’ mansions from burning?

Modern apartment buildings probably aren’t even at that great risk of fire, what

with sprinkler systems and so on. It’s the big houses up in the hills that are in the

greatest danger.

So now comes a new mayor — let’s call him Mayor Pete — who proposes to abolish

the municipal fire department and replace it with private fire services that people

can contract with. Maybe he’ll take a page from ACA and have gold, silver, and

bronze levels of fire protection, sold on exchanges. It’s smart to build on what works,

after all.

Naturally there will be means-tested vouchers for poor people to pay for fire protec-

tion. Or we can, say, cap the cost of fire protection at some percent of household

income, with the difference made up by a subsidy. Just be sure you can fully doc-

ument your income and assets each year, and don’t forget to fill out the forms.
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Of course, not everyone needs fire protection — the homeless are free to opt out,

and renters can decide for themselves if they prefer a building with fire coverage or

cheaper rent.

Obviously, I am making an analogy with free college. And obviously, people who

don’t support free college (and probably many who do) are going to reject this

analogy. Here are some possible counterarguments:

Everyone wants to not die in a fire. Not everyone wants to go to college. If someone

falls through the cracks and doesn’t get fire coverage, the effects can be catastrophic

— loss of home and possessions, serious injury, death. If some people end up unable

to attend college, that is certainly unfortunate but not a disaster in the same way.

It’s much more efficient to have a single fire service serving a whole area than to have

lots of different contractors providing different levels of coverage in overlapping areas.

There would be wasteful duplication of facilities, equipment, and personnel, and in

an emergency, confusion about who was responsible for what. If one house is allowed

to burn, that creates major risks for the houses nearby. Because fire spreads, fire

protection isn’t something you can really opt into or out of on an individual level.

These are not unreasonable objections. On the other hand, we can debate how

different fire service and college education really are on these dimensions.

Mike Konczal or I might say that they are not really so different — that many

of the same practical considerations that favor a single free, universal system of

fire protection also apply to college. We might say that higher education is not a

luxury in the contemporary United States, and that if measures to keep the rich

from getting a free education at a public college end up also excluding some non-

rich people — as they inevitably will — that is a major cost. We might say that

the machinery of assessing eligibility for various subsidies, vouchers, etc., collecting

fees, and excluding or penalizing those who haven’t paid, is immensely wasteful. We

might say that the benefits of higher education are social and public, and that these

broader benefits are undermined when education is treated as a private good.

Noah Smith or the real Mayor Pete might say on the contrary that there are big

differences — lots of people don’t go to college and that’s fine; means-testing is

accurate and reasonably efficient, at least compared with running duplicate fire

departments; and claims about the importance of higher education to a fulfilling

life or a robust democracy are mostly just the self-flattering fantasies of college

professors.

Well, we disagree. But however you apply them in this particular case, these all

seem like relevant arguments in thinking about how desirable it is to make a public

service free and universal.

What they are not, is arguments about distributional impact. There’s no controversy

over the distribution of student debt or tuition spending — they rise with income,
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but fall as a proportion of income. We can debate over whether that makes forgiving

student debt progressive or regressive, but I don’t think that’s what’s motivating

either side here. Disputes over whether something should be free and universal hinge

rather on whether we see it as a fundamental right or a luxury; whether we see the

risks of under- and over-provision as symmetrical; whether technical considerations

favor provision through a single uniform system; and whether the service is a public

good in the traditional sense, and whether it has significant externalities. If we were

actually debating the elimination of universal fire protection, these would be the

kinds of arguments people would make. Not ones about the direct distributional

impact.

The distribution of college spending is quite a bit flatter than the distribution of

home equity. So if you don’t oppose free universal fire protection on the grounds

that it favors the rich, then I’m pretty sure you don’t actually oppose free public

college on those grounds either. Mayor Pete certainly does not have any general

objection to public spending from which the rich derive more direct benefit than

the poor. Indeed, since public goods are mostly complementary to private goods —

roads and cars; airports and airlines; meat inspectors and meat; police and private

property — this is probably true of the great majority of public spending, at least if

you look at it in the same narrow financial terms that people are looking at college

debt forgiveness.

So I don’t think distributional concerns are the real reason that people oppose free

universal public college. Presumably the real reasons are some mix of “I think it

is very important that everyone is protected from fires, but I don’t think it’s that

important that everyone can go to college,” and “Charging people individually for

fire protection is impractical, but charging people to go to college seems to work

OK.” Which might be reasonable positions! But let’s debate those.

I’d love to have that debate. But I must add that the fact that people who oppose

free college keep bringing up the distributional impact, suggests that they may not

be confident of winning on other grounds. It suggests that they, at least, don’t

believe that most Americans see college education as simply a private good.
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3 Con Evidence

3.1 Free CollegeWould Be a Disaster—Just Ask Europe

Mary Clare Amselem (a Policy Analyst at The Heritage Foundation). ”Free College

Would Be a Disaster—Just Ask Europe”. 16 January 2020. Heritage Foundation.

https://www.heritage.org/education/commentary/free-college-would-be-disaster-just-

ask-europe.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article argues that European countries are not

the model for higher education that they are frequently cited as, drawing from data

from many of the OECD countries.

Questions:

1. What are problems with specific European nations, for example Germany or

France?

2. How did England’s free college policy hurt the low-income students the most?

3. Why would free college make college even more expensive in the United States?

Free college sounds great! Who doesn’t like free stuff?

To make the idea sound even more appealing, advocates continuously cite Europe

as an example of success. Many European countries offer their citizens tuition-free

higher education, so why can’t America?

The truth is that free college in Europe is no success story. Rather, it should serve

as a cautionary tale for the United States.

European-style tuition-free higher education has proved one thing beyond the shadow

of a doubt: “Free” college is actually wildly expensive.

Americans already pay a steep price for our higher education system. Taxpay-

ers—including those who never went to college and never intend to—spend over

$150 billion a year on federal student loans, grants, and other government pro-

grams.

The increasingly hefty price tag attached to college tuition reflects the fact that

colleges have no incentive to keep their prices low because students can so easily

take out massive loans from Washington.

One of the few factors putting any downward pressure on higher education costs is

the growing criticism that universities receive for leaving so many students burdened

with massive amounts of student loan debt. Under a fully financed government

system, however, universities would receive no such scrutiny; they’d simply pass the

bill to D.C. and let lawmakers take the heat from unhappy taxpayers.
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That cumulative bill would quickly skyrocket. Many European countries that have

experimented with “free college” are finding that approach to be simply unafford-

able. Germany, for example, saw a 37% increase in the college subsidy cost to

taxpayers once public universities removed tuition.

Similarly, England had a free college policy between the 1960s and the 1990s. En-

rollment soared, straining government revenues. Ultimately, England had to lower

resources by 39

Ultimately, England’s free college policy wound up hurting low-income students

the most, as schools were forced to cap the number of students admitted. In fact,

according to researchers at the National Bureau of Economic Research, “the gap in

degree attainment between high- and low-income families more than doubled.”

European countries that offer tuition-free higher education also struggle with the

issue of completion. Finland, for example, ranks first among all OECD countries in

terms of subsidies for higher education, with 96% of all higher education funding

coming from public sources. However, Finland ranks 25th among OECD countries

for degree attainment.

France famously touts its tuition-free university system. Seldom, however, do their

boasts note that almost 50% of French students drop out or fail out after just their

first year.

It is clear that transferring the entire cost of higher education from students to

taxpayers is fraught with unintended consequences. Countries like England and

Poland actually saw significant increases in higher education quality and access

after reinstating private tuition payments in their countries. It appears that there

is some value in requiring students to invest in for their own education.

Given the increased tax burdens placed on taxpayers (including nondegree holders),

the significant overcrowding and high drop-out rates, European-style free college

should largely be considered a public policy failure.

The $1.5 trillion in outstanding student loan debt that Americans owe is certainly

a crisis. However, the solution to this problem is not to encourage more students to

attend who may later drop out and ask Americans who did not go to college to pay

for those who do. This would fuel inefficient higher education spending and weaken

the integrity of our colleges and universities.

The solution, in America as in Europe, is to put individuals rather than governments

in charge of higher education financing.
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3.2 The Cost of Free-College Plans

Jason Delisle (is a resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, where

he works on higher-education financing with an emphasis on student-loan pro-

grams). ”The Cost of Free-College Plans”. National Affairs. Number 43, Spring

2020. https://www.nationalaffairs.com/publications/detail/the-cost-of-free-college-

plans.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article argues that existing critiques of free college

don’t get into the details enough and that expanding current efforts to expand

affordable college are preferable to plans to make all college tuition free.

Questions:

1. What is ”the greatest irony of the free-college agenda”?

2. Why would state governments ”face counterproductive incentives under these

plans”?

3. Why is the ”existing framework of financial aid is capable of solving the prob-

lems that the free-college proposals aim to address”?

Free college has become a mainstream progressive policy idea. What started as a

fringe proposal from Senator Bernie Sanders in 2016 became a plank in the platforms

of a number of Democratic presidential contenders in 2020. In addition to Senator

Sanders, Senator Elizabeth Warren and Mayor Pete Buttigieg enthusiastically en-

dorsed a federal policy to make public four-year colleges and universities tuition

free. Democratic lawmakers in the House and Senate have also sponsored bills to

advance such policies, like Hawaii senator Brian Schatz’s ”Debt-Free College Act,”

which many of the 2020 Democratic presidential candidates co-sponsored. Mean-

while, left-of-center think tanks, advocacy groups, and philanthropic foundations

are building support for free-college policies. Should Democrats pull off a major

electoral victory this year, free college will be at the top of their agenda.

The details of the free-college plans vary, but they share the same basic design.

Under what proponents call new ”federal-state partnerships,” Washington would

match state spending to completely subsidize tuition at public colleges and uni-

versities for in-state students. Participation in these new partnerships would be

optional for states, and they could opt in only if they agreed to meet a range of new

federal requirements. These plans share the same central feature because they are

motivated by the same definition of the problem. Their proponents argue that the

root cause of runaway college prices is inadequate funding from state governments,

a problem that cannot be solved by simply expanding existing forms of federal grant

aid. They believe that more federal money, without strings attached, will only give

states license to further ”disinvest” in their universities, and tuition prices will con-
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tinue to climb. In their view, therefore, a federal matching grant that requires states

to boost university funding — enough to bring tuition to zero — would solve the

problem. (Nearly all of these plans cover community colleges and four-year institu-

tions, but this discussion will be limited to the provisions that apply to four-year

institutions.)

Thus far, conservatives have responded to these proposals by challenging the mer-

its of free college generally. They say free college would be wasteful because not

everyone should pursue a bachelor’s degree. Or they argue that the policy is akin

to Robin Hood in reverse because working-class taxpayers would underwrite college

degrees for their higher-earning peers. Perhaps these arguments will resonate with

voters and carry the day, but they are very abstract, and ignore deeper problems

with the free-college agenda.

A more compelling critique would take up the details of these plans and the diagnosis

in which they are rooted. In fact, existing financial-aid policies are working much

better than the free-college advocates acknowledge. Reformers would do well to

expand on our current system’s underappreciated successes through incremental

changes rather than layering on a vast new system of matching grants and price

controls that stands to introduce a host of unintended consequences.

DISINVESTMENT AND AID

Free-college advocates place much of the blame for rising tuition on state govern-

ments. States typically fund their university systems with annual appropriations

to offset some portion of what students would otherwise have to pay to cover the

full cost. These appropriations averaged $7,853 per full-time student in 2018. Free-

college proponents argue that states have cut (or failed to adequately increase) these

funds to such a degree that institutions of higher education have no choice but to

raise tuition to cover their costs. In theory, matching grants would convince states to

increase direct funding to public universities and bring tuition prices to zero.

Most observers accept the claim that inadequate funding is the main culprit behind

rising tuition at public universities. And state funding surely plays a role. But

there is more to the story than advocates have let on. As Andrew Gillen of the

Texas Public Policy Foundation has shown, the claim is often based on cherry-picked

periods of time, such as the years during and immediately after the recession in 2008.

Those making this claim also tend to base their analyses on an unconventional

measure of inflation, one that gauges university expenses, not a broad set of prices

like the Consumer Price Index or the Personal Consumption Expenditures Price

Index (PCE). Using a higher rate of inflation underestimates how much states have

actually increased their budgets for universities.

Correcting for these distortions reveals that state funding on a per-student basis is

substantially higher today than in 1980, the earliest year for which data are available.
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(This article adjusts for inflation using PCE.) Today’s average is $1,600 higher per

student in inflation-adjusted terms than the $6,171 that states provided in 1980, but

is about $700 below the two peaks in 2001 and 2008 that followed periods of strong

economic growth. Current funding is also more than $1,400 above the recent low

in 2012 that followed the Great Recession. In other words, state appropriations to

colleges and universities tend to rise and fall with economic cycles, but the long-term

trend does not show a steady decline in funding on a per-student basis.

The argument that state-disinvestment critics are actually making, albeit implic-

itly, is that state funding has failed to keep up with public universities’ spending.

While state funding has indeed increased, even after factoring in inflation and rising

enrollments, the underlying cost of higher education has grown faster still, which

has fueled tuition increases. Free-college proponents view these rising costs as a

problem to be solved with more government funding. Under their proposals, the

growing difference between what universities spend and what states have provided

in appropriations would now be fully covered by a new federal-state matching-grant

program.

This emphasis on state appropriations in the free-college debate obscures the many

sources of aid available to students and ignores what students actually pay after this

aid is taken into account. State governments operate grant programs, separate from

their direct funding to universities, that can provide thousands of dollars in aid to

individual students; the Georgia HOPE scholarship is just one example. Universities

themselves also offer tuition discounts and grants to certain students. And the

federal government offers its own financial-aid programs, such as the Pell Grant and

tax credits that offset tuition expenses.

The state-disinvestment narrative, and the broader public discourse about rising

college prices, often ignores these sources of aid. Instead, the debate focuses on

the ”sticker price” that colleges charge, even though few students actually pay this

amount. The sticker price is what a university advertises after direct state funding

has reduced the price but before any grants, scholarships, and tax credits are factored

in.

On average, sticker prices at public universities have increased dramatically over

the past two decades. For in-state students from families earning less than $125,000

a year, the group that many free-college proposals target, sticker prices have more

than doubled since the mid-1990s after factoring in inflation. (Because some free-

college proposals do not include income limits but others do, this analysis will focus

on students from families earning less than $125,000 as a general set of beneficiaries.)

A year of tuition for these students averaged $3,169 in the 1995–96 academic year

(this and all figures in the remainder of this essay are in 2015 dollars), the earliest

year for which detailed data are available from the U.S. Department of Education’s

National Postsecondary Student Aid Study. Twenty years later, average tuition had
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increased to $7,719.

Taken by itself, such an increase might justify a major new policy like the ones free-

college proponents have proposed. But the many sources of aid that are currently

available to students to finance that sticker price, including grants, tuition discounts,

and tax credits (but excluding student loans), have also increased at a rate that

greatly exceeds inflation.

In the 1995–96 academic year, the students that today’s free-college proposals typi-

cally target received about $1,500 annually in financial aid. By the 2015–16 academic

year, the amount had grown to over $6,000. Specifically, average tuition and fees

after aid were $2,442 in the 2015–16 academic year, just slightly higher than the

$2,001 students paid for a year of tuition and fees 20 years earlier. It turns out

that the substantial increase in sticker prices at public universities, which is a major

justification for the free-college proposals, has been almost completely offset by a

commensurate rise in student aid. The problem that free-college proposals seek to

solve with a new source of federal funds has already been mostly solved.

The chart below shows the average sticker price and net price (after student aid is

applied) for the academic years covered by the quadrennial National Postsecondary

Student Aid Study. In addition to showing little change in the average net price,

it also reveals that net prices actually dipped following the Great Recession that

ended in 2009. This runs counter to another narrative that free-college advocates

advance: They argue that state funding cuts made around this time caused students

to pay higher tuition, yet the net price data show nothing of the sort. Ironically,

free-college supporters also argue that federal matching grants are needed to guard

against the harmful budget cuts that states forced on public universities during the

last recession, thereby protecting students from tuition hikes. Increases in other

forms of student aid have accomplished exactly that on their own.

To be sure, the group of students discussed here has become slightly poorer over

time, with average incomes about $4,000 lower in 2015–16 than in the mid-1990s.

In theory, that should boost their overall eligibility for student aid, which would put

downward pressure on average net prices and mask tuition increases in the data.

But those demographic changes do not fully explain why there has been so little

growth in net prices. Compared to the mid-1990s, students with similar incomes

tend to qualify for more aid today whether they are poor or middle class. Financial

aid has simply become more generous for a wider range of students.

While all forms of aid have grown, the federal Pell Grant and tuition tax credits

have done the heavy lifting to keep net prices down. They accounted for nearly

60% of the increase in aid for students from families earning less than $125,000 who

attended in-state universities. These students received about $600 on average in

federal aid in the mid-1990s, mainly in Pell Grants. Twenty years later, average aid

had increased to about $3,200, with approximately $1,000 from new tax benefits
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like the American Opportunity Tax Credit. In addition to increasing the size of

these benefits, policymakers also raised the income caps for eligibility, allowing more

middle-class families to access aid.

The twin trends of rising student aid and relatively flat net prices have not, however,

applied to all college students. That may be the key to understanding the disconnect

between the data presented here and the view that colleges and universities have

become increasingly unaffordable.

This analysis has thus far been limited to students attending in-state public uni-

versities who are from families with incomes less than $125,000, the core group of

students that free-college policies tend to target. The picture changes considerably

when looking at the prices students from families with incomes above $125,000 paid

at all types of institutions of higher education. After adjusting for inflation, average

annual net tuition for these students has increased from approximately $9,000 in

the mid-1990s to just under $13,000 in recent years. In other words, students from

high-income families have experienced tuition increases about nine times larger than

their low- and middle-income peers at public universities.

This is partly because high-income families are far less likely to qualify for the types

of aid that have been instrumental in keeping tuition increases in check for other

students. They are also more likely to attend the most expensive institutions of

higher education where price increases have been the most pronounced: private col-

leges, elite and selective institutions, and out-of-state public universities. This might

explain why the narrative about sharply rising college prices dominates popular dis-

cussion despite what the data show for low- and middle-income students at in-state

public universities. Those driving the narrative are likely focused on a narrow and

elite set of students who have indeed seen prices rise significantly.

That may be the greatest irony of the free-college agenda: It appears to be a response

to the rising prices that high-income families are paying, while the students that the

policies are intended to benefit have seen little change in net tuition prices in 20

years.

FIRST OR LAST DOLLAR

Many observers may be surprised to learn that net tuition prices averaged just $2,442

in recent years for the students that most federal free-college policies would target.

The fact that net prices at public universities are relatively low actually makes

implementing a free-college policy less radical than it might at first seem. About

42% of the students that most federal free-college policies target already have all of

their tuition offset by various forms of student aid. That is double the share in the

mid-1990s. Theoretically, it would not take much in budget resources to cover the

”last dollar” and bring tuition to $0 for the remaining students — or it would cost

less than many observers assume.
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Several states have created their own free-college plans to do just that. New York’s

Excelsior Scholarship, launched in 2017, uses state funds to pay the last-dollar

amount needed to bring tuition down to zero if the student attends a public uni-

versity and meets other requirements. Tennessee’s Promise Scholarship does the

same, but only at public two-year schools and community colleges. These states

have found that, due to the substantial aid that is already in place, covering the

incremental tuition dollars needed to make a public college free is not out of their

fiscal or political reach.

Most federal proposals for free college are not, however, last-dollar programs, as

they are in New York, Tennessee, and other states. They are first-dollar programs

that require states to fully cover students’ tuition before factoring in grants and

scholarships. This is what Senators Sanders and Warren proposed, and the minimal

details Mayor Buttigieg released imply this is also how his plan would have worked.

In addition to greatly increasing the costs of the proposals to both the state and

the federal governments compared with the last-dollar approach, the first-dollar

approach frees up existing financial aid to cover students’ living expenses.

A stylized example helps to illustrate these effects. Consider a student who is charged

a $6,000 sticker price for a year of tuition. Suppose he receives a $4,000 Pell Grant

as his sole source of financial aid. In a last-dollar program, the state government

must use matching-grant funds to cover the remaining $2,000 in tuition expenses

that this student would otherwise pay out of pocket (or with loans). In a first-dollar

program, the student’s grant cannot count toward the state meeting the free-tuition

requirement. The state must cover the full $6,000 with its own funds and the new

federal matching grant. In this example, the first-dollar approach triples the cost of

the free-college policy for both governments. It also lets the student use his $4,000

Pell Grant for living expenses now that he no longer incurs tuition charges.

Converting the Pell Grant into a stipend for living expenses is actually a key purpose

of first-dollar free-college plans. As Senator Warren puts it, ”we need to go beyond

just covering the cost of tuition and fees. Non-tuition costs of college like room

and board and books have been going way up, too.” Covering these costs with Pell

Grants, she says, will allow students to graduate debt free. Half of the students

whom free-college policies would target currently receive a Pell Grant at an average

value of about $4,200. Mayor Buttigieg and Senator Warren proposed to increase

the maximum Pell Grant by $1,000 and $1,500, respectively, for full-time students

to boost the share of living expenses covered. Notably, that still leaves students

responsible for a significant share of such expenses, which average about $12,000

nationally.

Senator Sanders’s policy takes these stipends a step further. Under his plan, many

students would have their living expenses entirely covered with state and federal

funds. Specifically, states must use the matching grants to waive all tuition costs
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and fully subsidize living expenses for students who qualify for the maximum Pell

Grant. These students generally come from families with incomes below $30,000.

A shockingly large share of students at in-state public universities would meet this

definition. About 38% have incomes below $30,000, in part because many are clas-

sified as independent of their parents. This provision also features a steep eligibility

cliff. A student with average living expenses whose income exceeds the cutoff for

the maximum Pell Grant would lose out on the full $12,000 stipend and receive just

under half that in a Pell Grant instead.

Another prominent free-college plan takes stipends beyond the levels proposed by

any of the presidential candidates. Senator Brian Schatz’s Debt-Free College Act,

which four Democratic presidential candidates co-sponsored, is built around a federal-

state matching grant like the other proposals. But Schatz would not cap prices at $0.

Instead, universities in participating states would be forced to limit the total cost of

attendance (which includes tuition and living expenses) to the students’ expected

family contributions (EFC), which appears to be a reference to the existing federal

formula for awarding Pell Grants based on income and assets. The size and scope of

this policy is astounding. It would apply to all students who receive a Pell Grant,

fully half of in-state students at public universities who are from families earning

less than $125,000. Moreover, the EFCs of these students averaged just $900 in

recent years, which is all that universities could charge them for the total cost of

attendance under this plan. The University of California, Berkeley, and California

State University, Fullerton, would both cost $900 per year for students with that

EFC, despite Berkeley listing a $32,000 cost of attendance compared with Fullerton

at $23,000.

The Schatz plan effectively turns the federal EFC formula into a national pricing

schedule for universities, one that ignores the many justifiable reasons why public

universities charge different prices. It also sets prices so low that many students will

have not only their tuition covered, but most of their living expenses as well.

WHAT COULD GO WRONG?

That the free-college proposals place so much emphasis on covering students’ living

expenses seems out of step with the problem they claim to address. Reversing state

disinvestment was never about addressing a decline in funding for living stipends;

states have never broadly provided living stipends for college. These provisions are

nothing less than a paradigm shift in U.S. higher-education policy. As such, they

are a costly experiment that merits more debate, especially about the unintended

consequences such policies may unleash.

Covering most or all of students’ living costs would radically change the incentives

students face in deciding whether, how, where, and for how long to pursue a higher

education. In a way, these policies would pay students to attend college — though

only at in-state public universities. They also seem like an invitation for wasteful
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behavior or even outright abuse.

For students who live off campus, large stipends will need to be provided as refund

checks that they can use to meet their expenses, as is the case under current financial-

aid policies. The incentive to enroll and collect one of these refund checks, whatever

a student’s ambition and career interests, would be significant under this proposal.

It could also create an incentive for students to wait until they are older to pursue

college so they can be classified as financially independent, bringing their incomes

below the threshold and qualifying them for an average $12,000 living stipend. Even

the extreme gaming recently profiled in the Wall Street Journal, by which parents

transferred guardianship of their children to poorer relatives or acquaintances to

qualify for more student aid, seems reasonable when eligibility for a $600 Pell Grant

triggers a full-ride scholarship to any in-state public university — as could happen

if the Schatz proposal were enacted.

State governments would also face counterproductive incentives under these plans.

States that have historically provided relatively little funding to their public uni-

versities, like New Hampshire, will have to dramatically ramp up their spending to

participate in the free-college programs. Even with federal matching funds, this may

prove to be too much of a reach. States on the other end of the spending spectrum,

like California, might be more likely to support plans for tuition-free universities to

pick up new federal matching funds. If high-tuition states do not opt into the free-

college plans and low-tuition states do, the policy may actually exacerbate existing

affordability gaps. The federal government would be financing an effort to reduce

the cost of college in states where it was already the most affordable while changing

nothing in states where it is least affordable.

There would also be unintended consequences if the policy encouraged the opposite

response. Matching the funds that states spend to achieve free college relative to

what they spend today, as many plans would, rewards states that have historically

spent the least on their public universities. That means the states with the furthest

distance to travel to reduce tuition to zero would receive the largest federal matching

grants and reap a financial windfall. Kevin Carey of the left-leaning think tank New

America argues in the Washington Monthly that this problem is serious enough to

cause the whole policy to collapse. It may even doom the policy from the start.

As Carey puts it, ”members of Congress in states that more generously subsidize

higher learning would rebel.”

States that opt into one of these proposed plans might also game the new matching-

grant system. There are no ceilings on the matching grants, and some of the propos-

als even explicitly say that states will receive separate matching funds for any addi-

tional amount they decide to spend on their higher-education systems. A creative

state legislature or public university might re-categorize a wide range of programs

and initiatives as part of the cost of operating a public university system. Of course,
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that would lead federal policymakers to become ever more prescriptive about what

is and is not an allowable expense under the matching-grant program, centralizing

higher-education policy in Washington, D.C.

This dynamic is already on display in the proposals, and it is surely just the be-

ginning. For example, the Sanders plan aims to prevent universities from hiring

more adjunct faculty as a cost-saving measure to make up for lost tuition revenue.

Sanders would also prohibit federal matching funds from financing athletic facilities,

although he explicitly lists office space as an allowable expense.

Senator Schatz does not mince words when it comes to centralizing policy in Wash-

ington. His bill language plainly states that a ”[s]tate that receives a grant under this

part to establish a State-Federal partnership may not impose additional eligibility

requirements on students other than those contained in this part.” Federally funded

free college will almost certainly transfer to Congress and the federal Department of

Education many policy decisions that have historically been the purview of states

and universities.

Surprisingly, none of the proponents of the free-college plans seem worried that

states may aggressively enroll out-of-state and international students to help offset

lost tuition revenue. Could it be that free-college supporters draw the line for

federal overreach at a national policy dictating universities’ out-of-state enrollment

policies?

Free-college proponents also seem unaware that state spending on public universities

might erode over time under these policies despite access to additional federal funds.

While states would be prohibited from cutting funding below current levels, none of

the plans require that states increase their funding at all. Should state legislatures

let funding for public universities stagnate for long periods, the educational quality

could suffer. Stagnant funding might also cause them to reduce overall enrollment

and then tighten their admission policies, reducing access to higher education, par-

ticularly for low-income students.

This is not mere theory. Data from the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development show that countries with the most heavily subsidized university

systems tend to have lower rates of degree attainment. Universities in these countries

are beholden to the government for nearly all of their revenue, and there is significant

competition for those funds. As such, total resources for higher education are more

limited than if universities could charge tuition. And when resources are constrained,

capacity at universities tends to shrink, leading to fewer degrees.

For example, Finland’s universities are free, but they also reject two-thirds of appli-

cants, a rate on par with only a handful of the most selective public institutions in

the U.S. It is surely no coincidence that Finland scores well below average among

developed countries in producing college graduates. Australia and England aban-
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doned their free-college policies in the 1980s and 1990s, respectively, when it became

clear that the selective admissions policies that tend to go hand in hand with free-

college policies were preventing many students from earning degrees — and that

most of them were from economically disadvantaged backgrounds. Their decision

to charge tuition, it turned out, increased resources available to universities, which

allowed them to increase access to higher education with more seats and targeted

student aid, especially to students from historically underserved populations. Both

countries now rank near the top among developed nations for higher-education at-

tainment.

Germany, which has gone in the other direction, offers additional warnings for free-

college proponents. The country reinstated free tuition after briefly abandoning it

in the mid-2000s, and while enrollment at universities subsequently increased, the

government hasn’t provided universities with a commensurate budget increase. Un-

able to charge tuition to cover the higher costs, universities are now ”starved for

funding,” as higher-education journalist Jon Marcus put it. The result is overly

crowded lecture halls, increased reliance on underqualified adjunct faculty, and woe-

fully outdated infrastructure. And Germany still has low overall degree-attainment

rates. Americans would surely bristle at these unintended consequences of free col-

lege. Like the Australians and English, they might even come to see tuition as a

feature rather than a flaw, if it is coupled with targeted student aid.

A BETTER WAY

The biggest danger of free college is that many of the proposals abolish the existing

student-aid system on the misguided premise that it has failed. Twenty years of

data show that targeted financial-aid programs have kept average in-state tuition

nearly constant for students from low- and middle-income families. Moreover, large

increases in federal Pell Grants and tax credits for families during the Great Reces-

sion fully offset the effects that state budget cuts would have otherwise had on the

tuition prices at public universities.

This suggests that the existing framework of financial aid is capable of solving the

problems that the free-college proposals aim to address — keeping college affordable

for those with the least resources to pay tuition. Reformers should consider incre-

mental changes to this system instead of the radical transformation envisioned in

the federal-state matching-grant approach. To be sure, this will require an increase

in federal aid to students and families, and a further transfer of higher-education

financing from states to the federal government. But that is far more moderate than

the larger federal role that would result from a new matching-grant plan.

This approach also avoids the unintended consequences that are sure to arise under

the matching-grant proposals. That is crucial given that some of those consequences

run counter to the worthy goals that free-college supporters aim to achieve, such as

greater access to high-quality higher education. Furthermore, incremental increases
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in the existing federal student-aid system would not preclude individual states from

pursuing their own free-college programs tailored to their own populations, as some

are doing now. It would actually make those policies easier for states to adopt by

closing the distance to free tuition. Finally, all states are treated equally under

today’s system, which would not be the case under the matching-grant proposals.

Students in states that opt not to provide free college would still qualify for any

increase in federal aid, as it is not conditioned on new state policies.

Ultimately, free-college proponents want to move our higher-education system away

from an approach that has worked well and that offers a sound foundation for

incremental reforms. The secret behind much of its success is that it aims to charge

families what they can afford for a college education. That should be a feature that

reformers on the left and right strive to preserve.
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3.3 Don’t Ruin College by Making It Free

Beth Akers (is a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute and co-author of Game of

Loans: The Rhetoric and Reality of Student Debt). ”Don’t Ruin College by Making

It Free”. 9 March 2020. Education Next. https://www.educationnext.org/dont-

ruin-college-by-making-it-free-threats-quality-innovation/.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article argues that threats to the quality of colleges

as well as a loss of innovation would outweigh the increased access that free college

might afford. This is a great article because it builds in weighing into the arguments

it makes.

Questions:

1. Why might it be the case that ”the fiscal cost pales in comparison to the

threats to quality and innovation”?

2. Why would a ”free college regime would dampen the market forces that en-

couraged these innovations”?

3. What are some potential solutions to reduce the economic barriers to college?

The 2020 Democratic primary has changed the debate on higher education in the

United States. When Senator Bernie Sanders first proposed making public college

free during his 2016 campaign, most commentators, myself included, dismissed the

idea as radical and unrealistic, along with his candidacy.

Just four years later, Sanders is a serious contender for the nomination and many of

the other Democrats also propose some form of “free college.” The idea has taken

hold more quickly than many expected—but will it work? My answer: yes. But not

well. In fact, free college could be the fastest way to destroy precisely what makes

higher education in this country exceptional. And there are better ways to achieve

its goal of removing the economic barriers to college.

The appeal of free college is clear. Americans have long embraced the college degree

as an important mechanism for social mobility, but the price tag has increasingly

put higher education out of reach for many. Making public college free would ensure

that everyone could afford this ticket to prosperity, and in that sense, would deliver

a piece of the American dream. Frankly, it’s hard to argue that this would be a bad

thing.

But college is already free to the lowest-income students, who benefit from generous

state and federal grants, as well as private scholarships from their college or uni-

versity. According to a recent Urban Institute report, around 27% of students who

are currently enrolled in college do not face any cost for tuition or fees. Additional
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spending to make college universally free will necessarily flow to more well-off stu-

dents who weren’t already benefiting from the existing means-tested programs.

Despite the drawbacks of this seemingly unprogressive approach, “universality” does

also offer some distinct advantages relative to means-tested aid. First, the admin-

istration of a means-tested financial aid program is expensive, both for individual

students proving their eligibility and for the government offices that exist solely to

review reams of paperwork and disburse aid. Doing away with means testing could

generate savings in administrative costs, which would offset at least some of the

revenue lost from eliminating tuition.

Another, and less obvious, benefit of free college is that it could potentially eliminate

the information barrier that currently keeps many disadvantaged students from even

applying to college. Despite the fact that nearly one-third of students already attend

college for “free,” many assume that higher education is out of reach. These potential

college students are victims of the opaque structure of our college application and

pricing system. Students considering college generally need to apply, then wait

months before learning how much they’ll receive in aid. The message that “college

is free” would encourage more people to apply than would have otherwise, bringing

down the economic barrier to education—and that’s a good thing.

But do these benefits outweigh the tremendous cost? Many on the right worry

about the economic weight of a free-college regime. It’s difficult to estimate how

much it would cost, but according to Sanders, even just to replace the current

revenue collected from public college tuition, we’d need to come up with $70 billion

per year. The real cost would undoubtedly be higher due to increased enrollment.

To put that in perspective, the same $70 billion would allow the U.S. to double

our current spending on SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) and

related programs aimed at eliminating hunger.

While the financial burden should be taken seriously, we stand to lose far more than

money in implementing free college. In fact, the fiscal cost pales in comparison to

the threats to quality and innovation.

In the current system, colleges operate in a market of sorts, albeit a highly regulated

and subsidized one. Colleges are competing for students and the tuition dollars that

come with them. As a result, we’ve seen the introduction of services like online

coursework, competency-based education, which appeals to working adults, and

even dramatic alternatives like coding bootcamps. The result of these changes is

that higher education is more diverse than ever before. These innovations have

expanded access to college to populations that weren’t served, or weren’t served

well, by the traditional college model.

Some innovations, like the rise of for-profit colleges, haven’t served all students

well. But we shouldn’t write off all innovation to protect against potential abuses.
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Better to embrace smart oversight while maintaining the incentives for colleges to

innovate.

A free college regime would dampen the market forces that encouraged these inno-

vations. The pull of “free” would divert students away from private colleges and

training programs and into the public options.

Institutions in the public sector generally have less incentive to innovate because they

have less to gain by improvements in quality and less to lose from falling short. For

example, private colleges that don’t deliver for their students will have to close their

doors. That’s a risk that public colleges just don’t face. The public colleges thus

don’t have the same need to think of new ways to deliver education more effectively

or efficiently. Sure, some public colleges consolidate campuses, and others innovate

(think of Arizona State University), but those are exceptions.

Even the most generous free college regime couldn’t avoid these problems, because

they are not a question of funding. The shift in incentives inherent in a public

takeover would necessarily threaten innovation and quality.

Just because free college would cause more harm than good, though, doesn’t mean

the status quo is the best way forward. The status quo was designed to deliver

the most aid to the neediest students. That’s hard to beat—but there is room for

improvement.

Tuition isn’t the only, or even the most important, barrier to enrollment for low-

income students. The rest of life’s expenses—food, clothing, housing, transporta-

tion—for oneself, and often a family, are what stand in the way between many

young people and a degree. For them, free college isn’t enough. Rather than make

college free for all, those funds should be spent to offset these non-tuition costs for

the poorest students through expanded Pell Grants, the federal need-based grant

program.

For those worried about the growing burden of student debt, a subtle change in that

same program could be a game-changer. By moving grant eligibility up earlier in

the course of college enrollment, we could substantially reduce the risk of attending

college. Those who struggle most with unaffordable student loans are those who

take on debt but don’t achieve a degree. By moving grant-based support into the

early years of college, we would allow students at all income levels to try college

with less financial risk.

Simply adding more money won’t eliminate the information barrier that stands

between many low-income students and college enrollment. A better idea would

be to automate the process of federal financial aid so that grant awards and loan

eligibility can be retrieved from a website, perhaps hosted by the IRS, at any time.

This might require some tweaks in how eligibility is determined, but would be worth

the cost to ensure that every potential college student understands exactly what they
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can expect to spend on a degree. Some students would be surprised to find that

“free college” has been true for them all along.

Yes, free college would work, insofar as it would make college free. While this has

its merits, its laudable goals are ultimately outweighed by the harm it would do

to higher education in the U.S. We should aim to reduce the economic barriers to

college while maintaining the market structure that drives the quality and innovation

that make our system exceptional.
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3.4 Free College For Those Who Need It

David Kirp (professor emeritus of public policy at UC Berkeley, is a policy consul-

tant and former newspaper editor as well as an academic). ”Free college, not for all,

but for those who need it”. 16 January 2020. Berkeley Blog.

https://blogs.berkeley.edu/2020/01/16/free-college-tuition-not-for-all-but-for-those-

who-need-it/.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article argues that less radical approaches to

making college affordable represent the best solutions to increasing college access

because they recognize the reality that money is only part of the problem.

Questions:

1. Why might a plan to make community college free make things worse?

2. What are ”opportunity gaps”? Why can’t free college effectively deal with

them?

3. How does former presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg’s plan address dropouts?

The Democratic presidential candidates’ competing higher education plans got valu-

able airtime in the December debate. The fact that all of them are making affordable

higher education a campaign issue is good news, but the fine print makes all the

difference.People marching in support of Sen. Bernie Sanders campaign proposal for

free college for all.

Any proposal to spend federal dollars on higher education should concentrate on

those who actually need this help, for otherwise it is money wasted. On that score,

neither Elizabeth Warren nor Bernie Sanders makes the grade. They are engaged

in a bidding war over who is the most generous — their proposals cost more than

the entire 2009 stimulus package — but there’s too much pandering to the rich and

too little smart policy.

Both candidates would eliminate tuition for everyone, but those atop the income

ladder do not need that kind of help. It is perverse to make college free for the

scions of the super-rich, since they are the very individuals whose taxes would go

up, under both candidates’ plans, to pay for their campaign promises.

These candidates’ debt relief plans are off base for the same reason — they are a

bailout to those who least need the money. A recent report from the American

Enterprise Institute, a conservative think tank, shows that the number of college

borrowers from rich families nearly doubled in two decades. In 2015-16, they were

just as likely to borrow money as students from poverty-level households, and their

loans were almost twice as much as their low-income classmates. Yet it’s hard to

worry about the debt burden they have chosen to carry.
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What’s more, about 40 percent of college debt is from graduate studies — social work

students at the University of California, unlikely candidates for six-figure incomes,

borrowed, on average, $109,486 for a master’s degree. While the university ought

to be ashamed of itself for the fact that sky-high tuition meant the typical social

work master’s students borrowed more than $100,000, I’m not worried about the

bills corporate lawyers and hedge fund managers piled up in grad school.

Joe Biden’s big idea — make community college, but not a four-year school, free for

all — sounds more plausible. Barack Obama started to implement it, and Hillary

Clinton embraced it in her 2016 campaign. Yet this well-intentioned strategy may

actually make things worse.

How so? The rationale of the Biden plan is that the offer of free tuition will entice

high school graduates to choose community college, and then, associate degree in

hand, transfer to a four-year school. In Tennessee, which pioneered that approach,

community college enrollment did indeed increase. But only 22 percent of those

students received an associate degree in two years, and nearly half dropped out.

Had they attended a regional university like Middle Tennessee State instead, they

would have a 50-50 chance of earning a bachelor’s degree. You can do the math.

Pete Buttigieg has weighed in with a more nuanced approach. His plan lowers

tuition and fees on a sliding scale, with free college for those whose families earn

up to $100,000 and subsidies for families earning up to $150,000. A $1,000 increase

in Pell Grants, awarded to poor families, would help cover their living costs. This

often-ignored cost of going to college merits attention, because these expenses may

well be greater than the cost of a bachelor’s degree.

For Sanders, Warren and Biden, money — more precisely, the lack of money —

is the problem. While that is the case for some students, it is far from the entire

story.

Only half the students who enroll in a public university graduate in six years, and

less than a third earn a community college degree in four years. That hair-on-fire

fact conceals major differences among institutions. Data compiled by the Educa-

tion Trust shows that the graduation rate at universities with the same admissions

criteria can vary by as much as 30 percent.

The opportunity gaps are even bigger. At institutions like Rutgers University at

Newark and the University of Central Florida, black and Latino students are nearly

as likely to graduate as their classmates, while at the University of Toledo, 14 percent

of black students and 36 percent of Latino students graduate compared to about 53

percent of white students.

Similar graduation gaps show up among community colleges. Although these in-

stitutions accept anyone with a high school diploma, the best of them graduate

more than half their students, while the worst award degrees to fewer than 10 per-
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cent.

No one is held accountable for this sorry state of affairs. No one is fired because the

dropout rate is unacceptably high.

What makes the situation scandalous is that we have the tools to move the needle

on student success and close the opportunity gap. What is missing is the will to

act. When a college makes student success its top priority, it can readily spot —

and remove — the roadblocks to graduation. What’s more, as institutions such as

Georgia State University and Long Beach State University have proven, boosting the

graduation rate doesn’t have to cost the moon. In my book, The College Dropout

Scandal, I detail the strategies of these and other universities that have prioritized

student success.

Alone among the candidates, Buttigieg’s plan addresses this dropout problem. In

exchange for federal and state free tuition investments, public universities would

have to spend as much as a quarter of this money on testing promising ideas or

adopting proven practices. Some of those practices might include, for instance,

adding counselors and advisers, who offer students “we have your back” academic

and personal support, or providing mini grants that enable students to weather

financial crises.

“Free college” makes for a catchy bumper sticker. Buttigieg’s plan does not lend it-

self to sloganeering — try “free tuition for some, reduced tuition for others, strategies

to boost student success” on for size — but it is the best by a long shot. Delivering

income-based help that makes college affordable and prodding the institutions to do

a better job of getting their students across the finish line would dramatically alter

the landscape of American higher education for the better.
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4 Questions for Review

Why Public College Should Be Free

1. How does this article respond to the “regressive” argument made by the Con?

What are some of the numbers or data used to support this?

2. How would free public college function like a public option in health care?

Why is this a good thing?

3. What’s the problem with subsidizing student loans and grants?

Could College Be Free

1. Why is public spending on higher education unique among social services?

2. Currently, billions of dollars are spent on tax credits and tax benefits. Why is

this an inefficient mechanism to incentivize students to go to college?

3. What does Deming believe has led to the “precipitous rise in college tuition”?

The Case For Free College

1. Why is it tragic that more people don’t go to college?

2. Why does the author think that even if free college is ”regressive-ish”, we

should still have free college?

3. What is the author’s problem with the ”human capital oriented” view of col-

lege? How would free college combat this idea?

Why College Should Be Free

1. In what ways is free college analogous to free fire protection? Are there any

ways in which it isn’t?

2. How does the author justify the somewhat regressive nature of free college?

3. Why doesn’t the author think that distributional concerns are the real reason

to oppose free college?
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Free College Would Be a Disaster—Just Ask Europe

1. What are problems with specific European nations, for example Germany or

France?

2. How did England’s free college policy hurt the low-income students the most?

3. Why would free college make college even more expensive in the United States?

The Cost of Free-College Plans

1. What is ”the greatest irony of the free-college agenda”?

2. Why would state governments ”face counterproductive incentives under these

plans”?

3. Why is the ”existing framework of financial aid is capable of solving the prob-

lems that the free-college proposals aim to address”?

Don’t Ruin College by Making It Free

1. Why might it be the case that ”the fiscal cost pales in comparison to the

threats to quality and innovation”?

2. Why would a ”free college regime would dampen the market forces that en-

couraged these innovations”?

3. What are some potential solutions to reduce the economic barriers to college?

Free College For Those Who Need It

1. Why might a plan to make community college free make things worse?

2. What are ”opportunity gaps”? Why can’t free college effectively deal with

them?

3. How does former presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg’s plan address dropouts?
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